The countries of origin are shaded as in Figure 1 . References for published partial sequences are given, if applicable.
The donors' origins and ethnic affiliations are listed as available. The IDs correspond to the numbers used in Figure 1 . 750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T  5178A 7028T 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15519C  ARN127  D1  16093C 16223T 16291T 16362C 16519C 73G  263G  309.1C 309.2C 315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T 2156.1A 2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G   686951  D1g  16187T 16223T 16311Y 16325C 16362C 73G  140T  234G  263G  315.1C 489C  750G  1393A 1438G 2092T  2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 5252A 5492C 5899.1C 6713T 7028T 8116G 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G  ABS354  D1g1a  16187T 16223T 16325C 16342C 16362C 16390A 73G  146C  152C  263G  309.1C 315.1C 489C  750G 1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T 8433C 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14027T 14129T 14470C 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G  ARN093  D1g1a  16187T 16223T 16325C 16362C 16390A 73G  146C  152C  263G  309.1C 315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T  2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T  8433C 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14027T 14470C 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G  ARN103  D1g1a  16187T 16223T 16325C 16362C 16390A 73G  146C  152C  263G  315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T 8433C 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14027T 14470C 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G  ARN128  D1g1a  16187T 16223T 16325C 16362C 16390A 73G  146C  152C  263G  315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T 8433C 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14027T 14470C 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G  686469  D1g1b  16153A 16187T 16223T 16245T 16325C 16362C 16390A 73G  146C  152C  263G  309.1C 315.1C 489C 750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 3316A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T 8433C 8589G 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 13392C 14027T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G  ACH363  D1g1b  16187T 16223T 16245T 16325C 16362C 16390A 73G  90A  98T  146C  152C  263G  315.1C 489C 750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T  8116G 8414T 8433C 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14027T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G  ARN099  D1g1b  16126C 16187T 16218Y 16223T 16245T 16325C 16362C 16390A 73G  146C  152C  263G  309.1C 315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 4452C 4769G 4883T  5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T 8433C 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14027T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G  686389  D1g2  16187T 16223T 16304C 16325C 16362C 73G  143A  263G  315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A  4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14319C 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15769G  ABS259  D1g2  16187T 16223T 16304C 16325C 16362C 73G  143A  263G  315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A  4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14169T 14319C 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15769G  ARN105  D1g2  16187T 16189C 16223T 16304C 16325C 16362C 73G  263G  309.1C 315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15148A 15301A 15326G 15769G  ARN104  D1g2a  16187T 16189C 16223T 16362C 73G  143A  263G  315.1C 489C  709A  750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A  3421A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T 8557A 8701G 8860G 9438A 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15769G 15930A  ARN106  D1g2a  16092C 16187T 16189C 16223T 16362C 73G  143A  263G  315.1C 489C  593C  709A  750G  1438G 2092T  2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T  8557A 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 11914A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15769G 15930A  ARN110  D1g2a  16092C 16129R 16187T 16189C 16223T 16362C 73G  143A  263G  315.1C 489C  709A  750G  1438G 2092T  2706G 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8348G 8414T 8557A 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10595C 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15769G 15930A  686335  D1g3  16187T 16223T 16304C 16325C 16362C 16399G 73G  263G  309.1C 315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 2885C 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 8116G 8414T  8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12618A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G  686986  D1g3  16187T 16223T 16325C 16362C 73G  263G  315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 2885C 3010A 4769G 4883T 5178A 7028T 7521R 8116G 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 538C  750G  1438G 2092T  2706G 3010A 4212G 4769G 4883T 5004C 5178A 5325T  6164T 7028T 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15644G 15868T  654823  D1j1a1  16223T 16242T 16311C 16325C 16362C 73G  152C  235G  263G  315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 4212G 4769G 4883T 5004C 5178A 5325T 7028T  8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15644G 15868T  ABS251  D1j1a1  16223T 16242T 16311C 16325C 16362C 73G  152C  263G  309.1C 315.1C 489C  524.1A 524.2C 750G 1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 4212G 4769G 4883T 5004C 5178A 5325T 7028T 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15644G 15868T  ABS323  D1j1a1  16223T 16242T 16311C 16325C 16362C 73G  152C  235G  263G  309.1C 315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T  2706G 3010A 4212G 4769G 4883T 5004C 5178A 5325T  7028T 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15644G 15868T  Sa-32  D1j1a1  16223T 16242T 16311C 16325C 16362C 73G  152C  235G  263G  309.1C 315.1C 489C  750G  1438G 2092T  2706G 3010A 4212G 4769G 4883T 5004C 5178A 5325T  7028T 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15326G 15530C 15644G 15868T  ABS355  D1j1a2  16223T 16242T 16298Y 16311C 16325C 16362C 73G  106DEL 107DEL 108DEL 109DEL 110DEL 111DEL 152C 212C  263G  315.1C 489C 750G 1438G 2092T 2706G 3010A 4212G 4769G 4883T 5004C 5178A 6392C 7028T 8414T 8701G 8860G 9540C 10398G 10400T 10873C 11719A 12134Y 12705T 14668T 14766T 14783C 15043A 15301A 15644G 15868T  ACO389  D1j1a2  16223T 16242T 16311C 16325C 16362C 73G  96T  106DEL 107DEL 108DEL 109DEL 110DEL 111DEL 152C 212C  263G 
